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Voiceover This is Business Reimagined. Every week we talk with thought leaders and 

revolutionaries who are bringing innovation to their industries. Like today's guest, 

Stever Robbins. 

Stever One of the things that's pretty consistent around all of the Extraordinary Life people, 

is their attitude was, "I have a lot to contribute and I want to find a way to make 

that work in the world," which is really different from, "Oh please, give me a chance. 

Please give me a chance." 

Voiceover This is Business Reimagined, with Danny Iny. 

 

 

Stever Robbins 
Stever Robbins is a serial entrepreneur, executive coach, and executive 

curriculum designer. His Get-It-Done-Guy podcast has spent weeks as #1 

in the iTunes business category and has been downloaded more than 23 

million times. In his spare time, Stever’s hobbies include swing dancing 

and writing about himself in the third person. He's learning guitar. Buy 

earplugs. 
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Danny Stever Robbins is a serial entrepreneur and executive coach, who has founded his 

success on his Harvard Business School education, and his past experiences leading 

big name companies and 10 different start-ups. You might also know him from his 

Get It Done Guy podcast. With credits and accolades like this, you might be surprised 

at what his parents did for a living. 

Stever I grew up with a couple of parents who were travelling New Age hippies. We went 

around from town to town, starting psychic growth centers and then getting run out 

of town because most of the towns we went to didn't really want a psychic growth 

center. If your parents ever warned you about the kids on the other sides of the tracks 

that you weren't allowed to play with; that was us. 

Danny Stever was without a lot of friends, but he spent his time in books, learning 

everything he could, even though he didn't have a goal set out for his life. He was 

writing computer programs at age 12 and assumed that's where he'd spend his 

professional life. After college though, things didn't turn out that way. A year into his 

first corporate job, he received a slap in the face. 

Stever My boss told me that I did the best work of anyone on the programming team. The 

founder of the company, who was a man who had the Turing Award, and had been 

in computers since the 1950s, said that I wrote the best code he'd ever seen in his 

entire life, as well as the best specifications and the best documentation. And 

because I was so young, 22 years old, I was too young to be given a raise or the 

official position as the team leader of the team that I was actually leading. So both 

the raise and the title of Team Leader was being given to the programmer who I had 

just finished training. 
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Danny Stever turned in his resignation the next day and shifted to a career in corporate 

training. After convincing them to train him how to train, he quickly rose to the top 

again, but he found little in the way of a career trajectory. 

Stever I went to my boss at my one-and-a-half-year review and she said, "You've become 

the best trainer in the department. What would you like to do next?" because there's 

not really a career path in training. It's like, you're there, there's no additional place 

to go. I said, "I want to know how come the company with the best product on the 

marketplace is failing?" She said, "Well, for that, you need to understand marketing 

and strategy." I was an engineer, I had no idea what those words meant, so I said, 

"How do I do that?" She says, "Well, for that you need gray hair or an MBA." 

Danny Since he was still a long time away from having gray hair, Stever opted for the MBA 

through Harvard Business School, and also had an affiliation with MIT. Over the 

next few years, he worked at Intuit, went back to Harvard, then bounced around 

several start-ups. He didn't find that fulfilling, so Stever sat down with a coach and 

plotted out his next step into executive coaching. He immediately went to work 

finding out what makes an "extraordinary life." 

Stever Since I had had the privilege of going to school with two remarkable cohorts of 

people: The absolute and utter unbelievable geniuses at MIT. I've never met a 

collection of people who were as, on average, as smart and brilliant, and socially 

awkward as the people at MIT, and in the people at HBS. I contacted a lot of my old 

friends from those places and I essentially said, "When you graduated, what did you 

believe the strategies for creating the life that you want, were? And then, what is the 

life you have? Do you like this life? Do you want this life, and what are the strategies 

that got you there?" 
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 A lot of what I found, is that many of the things that we are told to do ... Things like, 

make a 10-year plan, and then follow it and build step-by-step ... Don't, for many 

people, do not result in a particularly interesting, satisfying, happy life. Making 

people a bunch of money, but a lot of the times that's all it gets them. A lot of the 

people who had done really remarkable things ... And it may have been remarkable 

in a business sense, or a money sense, but it also may have been remarkable in an 

extreme sports adventure sense, or in a spiritual sense, or whatever the dimension 

was ... 

 One of the critical pieces that everyone had the story of one or more turning points, 

where something completely unplanned came out of nowhere. An opportunity that 

they had had no rational reason for pursing, and at some point they just said, 'You 

know what? I'm going to close my eyes and jump, and see where I land." They 

diverged from whatever their life-path had been, and all of their goals and their 

planning. Everyone told them that they were crazy, and they ended up someplace 

pretty amazing and incredible. I'm sure there were people who also jumped and the 

jumping was a mistake. 

 No one told me about those scenarios, but if you consider the groups of people I was 

talking to ... Which were MIT and Harvard Business School grads ... I'm fairly sure 

that if they had left and not found a net beneath them, they would just go back to 

whatever they had been doing previously. Those are the kinds of folks who actually 

can afford to take risks, because their fallback is, "I'll just go be a high performer 

somewhere." 

Danny I have a whole bunch of questions. I think you raised a really interesting point there 

around, some of this advice is great advice for people who can really afford to take 
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risks, and how does that apply to everyone else? Before we go there, I want to talk 

about, fundamentally this is a set of advice for living your remarkable life. 

Stever Yes. 

Danny Remarkable means, noteworthy; worthy of remark. Does it necessarily mean good? 

Stever My definition of success or of goodness when I interviewed people, is that they had 

to be really happy and thrilled with where they were. There are two types of 

happiness, and this actually comes from ... I don't know if it's brain science or 

neurology or poor cognitive psych, or whatever, but it's from one of these 

experimentally based fields ... That there seemed to be two completely separate 

happiness systems in people. There is experiential happiness, which is how do you 

feel on a moment by moment basis. Then there is narrative happiness. 

 Which is, when you describe your life to yourself and to other people, how happy are 

you with that description? A lot of people who met the success definition, I would say 

were both happy with their life on a moment-to-moment basis, in terms of 

experiential happiness, and they were happy with their life in terms of the narrative. 

Danny Can you have that happiness without being in a position where you can take risks 

with very little consequence? 

Stever I have a mixed reaction to that. On one hand, I say, "I can't guarantee it for any 

given person," and it's certainly possible to get yourself involved in a web of 

commitments that makes it extremely hard. But I do think that a lot of people are 

way too caught up in believing what they have to do, as opposed to going out and 

finding out whether or not it's true. I was riding the subway in San Francisco a 
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couple of years ago, and I was listening to two people behind me talking. Their 

whole conversation was, you know, "Oh, I'm going for this job interview, and I hope 

they pick me! And here's what I've done on my resume." 

 What was striking to me is, although they were talking proactively in the sense that 

they were preparing for an interview, it's their entire approach to life was incredibly 

reactive. It was, I can only achieve what I want to achieve by the grace of pleasing 

someone else, as a supplicant, and in it from a one down position. They were going 

into these job interviews very much with the attitude of, "Oh please take me, please 

take me. Please bestow your wonderfulness on me." As opposed to going in with an 

attitude of, "Hey, I'm here making a life and I'm capable of contributing great and 

awesome things to the world and to your company. And you have jobs that need 

doing, and you have money and status and career paths and things. Let's get 

together and find out if we can work with each other." 

 It was striking to me because since I have spent most of my career now in the land of 

independent consultants and people who aspire to be senior managers, one of the 

things that's pretty consistent around all of the extraordinary life people ... Again, I 

want to be clear that there's a selection bias from the beginning, because we're 

talking about people who graduated from MIT and Harvard ... One of the things that 

was consistent with all of them, is their attitude was, "I have a lot to contribute, and 

I want to find a way to make that work in the world," which is really different from, 

"Oh please, give me a chance. Please give me a chance." 

 I think, in part to your answer, is anyone can take the attitude of, "I own the 

experience that I can create in my life." That attitude, I think, is a surprising amount 

of the battle, because once you have that attitude you can start looking for 
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opportunities. Instead of waiting for someone to give you opportunities, you start 

spotting them and taking them. Then, it just becomes a question of, "Can I figure out 

what steps I need to take to be able to get closer to the life that I want? And, can I 

arrange my life, and my time and my commitments so that I have the resources to 

take those steps?" 

Danny To be fair, we're talking about ... People who are listening to this are entrepreneurs. 

Stever Yes. 

Danny We are in control of our destiny, much more so than most. Probably, in a lot of ways 

more so, than even most Harvard and MIT grads who are following the beaten path 

of working for somebody else. 

Stever Actually, I want to take issue with that statement. We are not more in control of our 

destinies. They are pretending they are not in control of their destinies. They have 

voluntarily given up some percentage of their power, or of what they want to do. 

Maybe not, maybe some of them are there as a very specific move because it will get 

them where they want to go. I think what you may mean, is we may have more 

flexibility on a day-to-day basis in terms of the behaviors we can engage in. There's 

nothing stopping you from just taking that same flexibility inside a company. 

 One of the most amazing things about being a coach, when I coach people inside 

corporations, is how little I believe in the world they live in. People will say to me, 

"Oh, I can't say blah, blah, blah in a meeting." My grand coaching consists of saying 

to them, "Yes you can. Go say it and come back and tell me what happens." They 

come back and they go, "That's funny. I didn't get fired. Everyone applauded, and 
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they said it was amazing that I had said that. Now we have this new initiative 

going." To me, just because I live in the world of entrepreneurs and consultants, and 

people who are self-determined, my attitude is, "Look, you can say ... You can walk 

into any room, and any person in a company and say anything you want to." 

 The consequence might be that you get fired, but there is nothing restricting your 

movement, except your own projection of the consequences ... Which may or may 

not be faulty ... And your own willingness to accept those consequences. We think of 

people in corporations having far fewer choices, and I think they just have a 

different set of ... I think they have as many choices as we do. In fact, they often have 

more choices than we do, in terms of the actual opportunities facing them, because 

they can do things on a scale that a solo entrepreneur can't. In terms of the amount 

of money and ... They can do an experiment with 45 retail stores on six continents, 

which is something that most entrepreneurs can't do; just as a matter of course. 

 Now, whether or not they're willing to do that and to pitch it and to play the politics 

necessary to get that program approved, and to walk straight up to the CEO of the 

company and say, "Hey, Mr. and Ms. CEO, I can triple your revenues." In 

corporations, corporations are very, very hierarchical places, and a lot of people just 

are terrified of doing something that's outside their perceived place in the hierarchy. 

This is one of the things I learned from Keith Ferrazzi, when I went to work for him. 

His very first job out of Harvard Business School, the way he negotiated it.  This was 

at Deloitte Consulting. 

 He got access to the CEO, and he said, "I will come work for you, if you promise to 

have dinner with me three times a year; just you and me and a bottle of wine." They 

did, and those dinners directly led to Keith becoming the youngest Chief Marketing 
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Officer in Deloitte's history, which required making him, or at least putting him up 

for partner, as the youngest partner in Deloitte's history. Then, from Deloitte, he 

shifted to Starwood Hotels, where he was the youngest Chief Marketing Officer in 

history in the Fortune 500. That all came about because he didn't buy into these 

ideas of, "Oh, you can't talk to the CEO. You're just a lowly job applicant." 

 He was like, "What the hell? Of course I can talk to the CEO. He's a human being." 

The worst that could happen is he could say to the CEO, "I want these conditions," 

and the CEO could say no. By the way, because so few people are willing to even ask, 

people in power are surprisingly willing to say yes, when someone steps up and 

makes that kind of overture. 

Danny I'm going to play devil's advocate, partially because that makes for interesting 

conversation, and partially because I want to give a voice to the questions that are 

probably in our listener's minds. 

Stever Sure. 

Danny I don't know Keith Ferrazzi, I don't know the specifics of his work. Although, by 

reputation, the guy’s great and brilliant. Is it fair for me to assume he's a pretty 

sharp guy? 

Stever Yes, he is. 

Danny Here's the thing about all these apocryphal ... You know, the guys who wrote down 

their goals. 10 years later they were so much more successful, blah, blah, blah. They 

weren't successful because they wrote down their goals. They were successful 

because they were driven enough to want to write down their goals. The act of 
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writing down their goals, it doesn't have a magic power. I can see a lot of people 

listening to this, thinking, "Well, you know what? Even if I have the balls or the 

Chutzpah to negotiate with my CEO ..." Stand this in for any situation, any scenarios 

where you're basically, stepping far beyond what you would think is easily within 

reach ... 

 Let's say I do that. Let's say I get a dinner three times a year with the CEO. What am I 

going to sit there and say to him? I'm not going to blow him away. I don't know 

what I'm going to contribute, and after the first one, he's going to be like, "You know 

what? I think we made a mistake with you." 

Stever Right. First of all, if they did, better to know that now. If you're working in a 

corporation, and you're thinking this corporation is going to be someplace you're 

going to be able to make a career, and you don't have anything to offer at the higher 

level of the corporation, then short of keeping your low level job forever, you want to 

know that. Better to know that now, with 20 years of experience, than to have your 

career stall, and 20 years later going, "Well wait, what happened?" The answer is, 

"Well, it turns out you didn't have anything to say when you were in the room with 

the CEO." 

 First of all, it's possible that you'll have nothing to say. In which case, know that 

about yourself. That either means, you've got to go out and find something 

interesting to learn, and develop things to say, or it means you're trying to climb the 

wrong ladder, because that's not a ladder where you have the skills, or something to 

contribute at the top. Now, since I have met a bunch of people at the top of various 

places, and I find an awful lot of them, not very impressive, I would say that I think 
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it's well within the reach of anyone who really wants to, to be able to develop some 

interesting thinking that you can present to these folks. 

 However, instead of worrying too much about, "Do you have specific content that 

might be interesting to them?" Like, can you develop something that would make an 

interesting topic of conversation?... Learn how to ask probing and interesting 

questions. If you're sitting down with the CEO, and say, you know, "I know what the 

company strategy is because I read it, and it says, "Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, 

blah, blah." How do you think that's playing out? What are our greatest challenges? 

The person you're talking to, will often, if you've chosen a topic that's important to 

them ... 

 If you're going after someone at the top of your organization, it should be pretty 

darned easy to figure out what's important to them because an organization 

presumably has goals and those should have filtered down to you, wherever you are 

...  You can start asking them questions. The more you ask about the things they're 

talking about, the more you will find opportunities where you can say, "Oh, have 

you thought about it this way? Have you thought about it this way?" Now, if you're 

not finding those opportunities, people will still think well of you, just for letting 

them talk about themselves: Like, "I think you're fabulous. I mean, this is the best 

interview I've ever been in. Because look how much I'm getting to talk about 

myself." 

 The other piece of that, is they can give you some ideas. You talked to the CEO, you 

discover that they're having trouble with the marketing strategy. Go home and get 

yourself a couple dozen marketing books and read them. I guarantee you, the CEO 

doesn't have time to do that on his or her own. So you sit down and read a dozen 
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marketing books, ask yourself how could these apply to this company? The next time 

you have your meeting with the CEO ... Or you jot off an email, or you send a text 

message or whatever ... And just say, "Hey, I was reading, Positioning, by Ries And 

Trout, last night, and I realized that although some of their models are outdated, I 

really think that the following thoughts about categories and things apply to our 

industry this way. Have you thought about it that way?" 

There, it's not even really your own original thinking. You can find that in other 

places, if you're willing to do the work of, one, finding out what concern that person 

has by learning to do good questioning. That, by the way, is a skill that can be 

developed. Then two, go out and do the research for them, and find some plausible 

answers, or at least, some plausible thought experiments, and put those out there. 

That will intrigue people, if you ask them questions that no one else is asking, or if 

you draw parallels with things that other people aren't drawing. 

Danny I really like that. I want to reiterate kind of underlying, for our listeners, there were 

three really good points that I want them to think about and internalize. The first is 

that, we often think about, "Well, what if I put myself in that position, and I fail?" 

It's a really valuable perspective to shift your approach and saying, "If I were to put 

myself in that position, I might fail. Well, it's good to ... I should find that out, 

because not putting myself in that position, doesn't change my suitability for it." It's 

like, if a tree falls in the forest, and nobody's there to hear it, it still fell down. It's 

good for you to just know where you stand, which is super valuable. 

 The second is that, it's not as hard as people often think, to connect with someone, if 

you don't make it about you and you focus on them. What I really liked as ... It was 

almost like an add-on point at the end. You can channel other people's insights. 
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When you ask good questions ... You find out what the question, what the problem, 

what the situation is ... You can channel other people's insights to create value in the 

situation. The interesting thing there is that when you do that enough, you start 

having your own legitimate insights. That's how you get smarter. 

 I've said, on numerous occasions, a lot of the ideas that people attribute to me, 

they're not original ideas. It's stuff that I learned a bit here, and a bit there, and I did 

a little bit of putting things together on my own, but you stand on the shoulders of 

giants, and that's really how you learn. 

Stever A couple of podcast episodes ago, you interviewed Dorie Clark. Dorie Clark is 

somebody who has written books and established quite a name for herself, by going 

out and interviewing other people. She's taken topics and gone out and talked to lots 

and lots of people who knew a lot about that topic, and she has ended up becoming 

an expert in those topics, not because she's done primary research herself, but 

because she has taken the accumulated wisdom of dozens of people and synthesized 

all of it. In some weird ways, she has less direct experience than certainly than all of 

those people put together, but she's being able to walk away with the distillation of 

the learning that all of them haven't. 

 I think that's a fabulous strategy. That's how school works, right? You get the 

accumulated wisdom of all of the curricula that has been designed up until now. 

They pour it into you for 22 years, and then you go out into the real world. 

Danny And hopefully retain some of it. 

Stever Yes. 
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Danny It's fascinating that in the modern world, so many people have this hang up that, if 

this got drilled into you by rote and the incredibly inefficient process that is school, 

and you have a Master's degree on the outside end of it, you're an expert. If you took 

ownership of your own learning and did it yourself, curating and digging and 

studying, but you don't have the degree, it's like, "Well, then that doesn't really 

count," which is complete nonsense. 

Stever By the way, we're living in the future, and most of the knowledge of the entire 

human race is at your fingertips, at a web browser. If you're listening to this, you 

have internet access, because that's the only way to get it ... To be able to listen to it. 

Guess what? You've got the Google. Now, there's a lot of stuff out there that's crap. 

There's also a lot of stuff out there that's really good, and it doesn't take a whole lot 

of searching to be able to find good content, on most of the stuff that you're going to 

be likely to run into, and at least be able to make some kind of contribution to. 

Danny Sorting the good from the bad is part of the training. 

Stever Yes, that's very much part of the training. It's actually a pretty important part. If you 

were to ask me, "What are the basic foundational skills that everyone should have?" 

One is back of the envelope calculations and the ability to do simple math to verify 

assumptions that you're making and promises that you're making, and stuff like 

that. One of them would very much be learning how to learn, and a lot of the micro 

skills associated with that. Because we don't teach people how to learn. We teach 

people a lot of content and hope that they figure out how to learn it, in between that. 
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 We don't teach people how to separate the good ideas from bad ideas, how to test 

ideas to find out if they're true, or where they do and don't hold. A central part of 

learning is to go back and double-check your predictions against what subsequently 

happened. If the two diverge, you go in and you do some self-examination. You say, 

"Was I operating off a false premise? W as I allowing emotional decision-making to 

interfere with my ability to look at things rationally? W as I letting too much 

rationality interfere with intuition and emotion? Because you need a balance of the 

two. So on and so forth. 

 Most people do not know how to learn, or how to change their own decision-

making. They know that they do make decisions, but even people who know they 

make bad decisions, were never taught how to change the way you make decisions, 

and it's totally doable. It's just, it needs to be deliberate, and you need to have some 

model for how good decision-making works. That's really a foundational life skill, 

and if you are putting yourself out there on the internet, for example, there's a ton of 

really good information. There's also a ton of really ... There's actually many tons of 

really bad information. Learning how to separate the good from the bad is an 

important one, in the first place. 

Danny We've drifted slightly. We started by talking about living an extraordinary life, and 

kind of drifted into a discussion of what is risk, and what risks are worth taking, and 

how do you make it so it's not that big a risk at all, and kind of leverage your way to 

grow, as we go. Have we covered your core guidelines of how to live an 

extraordinary life? 

Stever We've covered some pieces of them. We've been dipping in and out of the details and 

the high levels. 
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Danny Rather than rehash what you've said elsewhere, we've got a great recording of you 

doing kind of an abridged version of your talk, so we'll embed that below the podcast 

recording on the website. How about if we share with our listeners, three really 

actionable things that they may not have thought to do, that they can use to live a 

more extraordinary life in the days ahead, than they did in the days that have 

passed? 

Stever Sure. One of them is to sit down and make a list of the people who really stretch you 

and when you hang around with them you feel like you're becoming more of the 

person you want to be, and you're more engaged and so on. Then make a list of the 

people who you actually spend your time with. Then, make those two lists the same 

in terms of who you approach and how you approach them, etc. If there aren't any 

people in your life who actively support you in becoming the kind of person you 

want to be, go out and meet some. I don't really care where you have to go to do it. If 

you have to go crash a CEO conference, great, go do it. 

 If you're going to go and hang out at a homeless kitchen and talk to the homeless 

people because you really want to learn how it's possible to be self-sufficient enough 

to be able to live on the streets with no home, go talk to them. I believe there are 

really only two things that human beings do, in terms of our social role. Which is 

that we talk to people and we talk about stuff. You can't change who you talk to, but 

you can change what you talk about. What I've discovered is, you change that, and 

the other piece changes too. You go to your best friend and you say, "You know, I've 

decided that I want to stop global warming." 

 Your best friends go, "Oh God, I just want to get high. Here, if you want to talk about 

global warming, go talk to my Uncle Sid. He knows something about it." You go talk 
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to Sid, and then Sid refers you to Mary, and then Mary refers you to Jason. Before 

you know it, you're actually talking to people who are movers and shakers in the 

global warming mitigation movement. So piece of advice, number one: Decide who 

you want to talk to and about what, and start having those conversations. Even if 

you can't get to the right people, you can still get to the right topics. Then, once 

you're talking about the right topics, that will lead you to the right people. 

 Piece of advice number two: Learn something about how decisions and decision-

making works and apply it to yourself. Now the learning about decision-making 

stuff can be easy. Go read books like Nudge, books like Thinking Fast and Slow, 

which is a great book. It's a little bit difficult to get through, but it's a great book on 

king of a summary of everything we know about human beings and how they make 

decisions. There's a book called ... Oh boy ... Yes, or No: A Guide to Better Decisions, 

which is a simple framework for making decisions, in terms of balancing your 

intellect and your emotions, etc. Just go out and find books on decision-making and 

read them. 

 Then, stop and ask yourself, "What are the major decisions in my life that I have 

made? And if I had made them through these lenses, how would that have been 

different?" Both of those steps are important, because what you want to do is you 

want to get a model of a lot of different ways to make decisions. Then, you want to 

apply that model and start to get your brain to realize there are multiple ways to 

decide things. The more ways you have to decide things, the more you will be able to 

find decisions and paths through the decision tree that let you get more of what you 

want out of life. 
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 Then three: What you'll recognize with three, is it's really a principle that 

encompasses the first two points. Which is, pay less attention to the goal that you're 

striving for, and more attention to the journey that you're going to take to get the 

goal. Because the journey is at the end of the day, what counts. Not reaching the 

goal or not. Either you're going to enjoy the journey, or you're not going to enjoy the 

journey. Strive to make sure you're enjoying the journey at the same time as you are 

pursing whatever goal you want, because goals are fleeting and momentary, and 

journeys are what it's all about. 

 Even if your goal, like, "I want to have $100-million, so that I can start my own 

space company," for example, there may still be ways of starting your own space 

company without you have to spend 20 years earning $100-million first. Changing 

the framing to, "I want to be spending my time sending things into space. What are 

the goals that I can take to be able to do that?" That's a really different approach to 

life than saying, "My goal is to earn $100-million, so that I can send things into 

space." 

Danny And that was Stever Robbins, inviting you make the choices and take the actions that 

will lead you to live a more extraordinary life. Your first three steps are to connect 

with people who make you better, get better at making decisions, and pay less 

attention to the goal, and more attention to the journey – because the journey is 

what really counts. And of course, this is just the beginning, so if you want to learn 

more about his work, visit SteverRobbins.com, that's s-t-e-v-e-r-r-o-b-b-i-n-s 

dot com. 

Voiceover This has been Business Reimagined with Dany Iny. Join us next time, as we talk with 

Bo Burlingham. 
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Bo  What's this going to get you? It's only going to get you in trouble, and anyway, the 

employees don't care about this, etc., etc., etc. It's taken 30 years, but that has been 

proven to be categorically untrue. The companies that do practice open-book 

management, if they do it the right way, it's incredibly effective tool for binding 

people together in a common quest to create a company that's going to make a real 

difference in the world. 

Voiceover Learn more about us at Mirasee.com. 
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